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ABSTRACT 
Let A be skew-symmetric, B be symmetric positive definite, and the pair (A, B) 
have multiple eigenvalues. If A is close to Mumaghan form and B is close to diagonal 
form, then certain principal submatrices of A and B are specially related. ln this 
paper we describe this relationship and quantify it under the usual asymptotic 
conditions. If B = I, the identity matrix, the result describes a special structure of 
a skew-symmetric matrix almost in Mumaghan form. We then briefly discuss how 
the Paardekooper method for skew-symmetric matrices asymptotically behaves in the 
presence of multiple eigenvalues. 
INTRODUCTION 
With the prevailing trend toward parallel processing, diagonalization 
methods for solving eigenvalue problems have come into renewed favor 
among numerical analysts. In order to study the asymptotic convergence rate 
of such methods it is necessary to obtain some knowledge of the structure of 
the underlying almost diagonal matrices. 
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In this paper we study an almost diagonal pair (A, B) with skew-symmetric 
A and symmetric positive definite B. By an almost diagonal pair we mean a 
pair whose component matrices are almost diagonal. That is, A is almost in 
Mumaghan form [8] and B is almost diagonal. We also assume that the pair 
( A, B) has multiple eigenvalues. Then we show that certain linear combina- 
tions composed of the elements of A and B are quadratically small in respect 
to the average off-diagonal elements of A and B. We provide bounds similar 
to those in [12, 41. The discovered property has a major influence on the 
asymptotic behavior of diagonalization methods for the generalized skew- 
symmetric eigenvalue problem. We note that skew-symmetric eigenvalue 
problems appear in practice (e.g. structural mechanics) [l, 111. 
If B = I, the identity matrix, our general result reveals a special structure 
of a skew-symmetric matrix almost in Mumaghan form (cf. [2]). We show 
how that structure affects the asymptotic convergence of the Paardekooper 
method for reducing a skew-symmetric matrix to its Mumaghan form. 
The paper is organized in two sections. In Section 1 we derive general 
estimates for the pair (A, B). In Section 2 we specialize the general result 
for the case B = I. Then we use it to show the failure of the quadratic 
convergence of the Paardekooper method in the case of multiple eigenvalues. 
We provide examples which confirm our conclusion. 
1. ALMOST DIAGONAL PAIR (A, B) 
Let (A, B) be a pair with skew-symmetric A = (aij) and symmetric 
positive definite B = (bij), both f d o or er n. Consider the block partition 
where all Aij, Bij are 2 X 2 except possibly the border blocks Aik, Bik 
(Aki, Bki), 1 < i < k - 1, and A,,, B,, , which are 2 X 1 (1 X 2) and 1 X 1 
when n is odd. Thus, k = [(n + D/2] h w ere, generally, [ LY ] denotes the 
largest integer < (Y. To simplify notation and analysis we assume 
b,, = b,, = a.. b,, = 1, (1.3) 
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where k’ = [n/2]. Later we shall relax the assumption (1.2). The require- 
ments (1.2) and (1.3) can be achieved by the transformation 
A + FTAF, B --f FTBF, (1.4) 
where F = D@II with D = diag(l/ G, . . , l/ K_), @ = diag 
(1, (or, 1, a,, . ) (if n is odd, the last diagonal element is l), and II a 
suitable permutation matrix. Here ai = sign(asi_ r ei), 1 G i < k ‘, where 
sign(x)=1 if x>O and - 1 otherwise. Note that (1.4) as an equival- 
ence transformation on matrix pairs preserves the eigenvalues and links the 
eigenvectors via F. 
We denote the eigenvalues of (A, B) by +l vj (with uj > O), 1 -< j G k ‘, 
andruk=Owhennisodd.Herez=~.Notethateithern=2k’=2k 
or n = 2k’ + 1 = 2k - 1; hence k = k’ + 1 for n odd. 
We shall transform (A, B) to (H, M) with Hermitian H and Hermitian 
positive definite M, and then apply to (H, M) the result [4] on pairs of 
almost diagonal Hermitian matrices. Note that rA is Hermitian and the 
eigenvalues of (rA, B) are + vj (vj > 01, 1 < j Q k’, and vk = 0 when n is 
odd. However, the diagonal elements of A are zero. So, in order to use the 




Q = dag(&,...,&), ol = 
i 
t1 :‘f 3 2::nk:2k _ 1 (1.5) 
Here @ denotes the complex conjugate transpose of 0. Let 
ii = Q*(zA)Q, ii = Q*BQ. (1.6) 
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The diagonal elements of 2 are a12, -a12,. . . , a2k’-1,2k’a -a2k’-1,2k’ (and 0 
if 12 is odd), while the diagonal elements of B remain ones. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (Ali) and (6,) denote the partition (1.1) of i and B’, 
respectively, 
(i> If 
Aij = a’ a’ 






a2 - a.3 + Z(Ul + a*) a, - a4 + z(u2 + a3) 
2 a‘$ - al + z(a2 + as) I a3 - a2 + Z(Ul + a4) ’ 
b, + b, + z( 6, - b,) b, + b, + z( b, - b,) 
b, + b, + z( b, - b4) I b, + b, + z( b, - b3) 
(ii> Ifn = 2k - 1 and 
Bi, = 
h 
[ 1 b > 2 
then 
In this case Akk = [o] = A,,, tikk = [I] = B,,. 
Proof. Both assertions follow from_ the relations* (1,6) and (1.2). In 
particular, (i) follows &om the fact that Aij_= o*(zA,)Q, Bij_= @*BjiQ, and 
(ii) follows from Aik = @*(zAik). 1, Bik = a*Bik. 1, A,, = 1 + [0] - 1, 
B,, = 1 ’ B,, . 1. n 
Our final transformation will order the diagonal elements of A non- 
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increasingly. Let rr be a permutation of {1,2, . . , n) defined by 
QT= 
‘( 1 2 3 *-* a’ 2k’-1 k’ k’ 2k’ + 1 2k’ ’ + _ 2 2 -1’ 1.. 2k’ 2 ’ 
n = 2k’, 
1 2 .** k’ + 1 k’ + 2 --. 2k’ 2k’ + 1 
1 3 **. 2k’ + 1 2k’ .a. 4 2 1 ’ 
n = 2k’ + 1, 
and let I, = [el,. , e,] be the identity. If a permutation matrix P is defined 
bY 
Pe, = e,(i), l<ign, (1.7) 
then the diagonal elements of 
H = PTAP, M = PTl?P (1.8) 
satisfy 
91 
= m22 = . . . = m,,, zz 
1, 
respectively. Note that the numbers hii, 1 6 i < n are distributed symmetri- 
cally with respect to the origin. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let H = (hij), A = (~5,~). Then 
hij = 
k + 1 G i,j G n, 
l,<i<k, k + 1 gj < n, 
k+l<i,<n, l<j,<k. 
The sawz relationship holds between the elements of M and B’. 
Proof. The relations (1.8) and (1.7) imply h,j = Z,cij, pcjj, mij = 6?rcij, n(j) 
for all i, j. Hence the proof follows directly from the definition of r. n 
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Lemma I.2 implies that in the partition 
H, H, k 
[ I 
H= H; H, n-k (1.9) 
k n-k 
H, (H,) contains exactly the elements 
a!2i-l,2j-1~ 1 < i, j d k (~2~n+l-i~,2~n+l_j~, k + 1 =G i, j G n), 
while H, (H,*) contains the elements 
‘2i- 1,2(n+ L-j)? 
l<i<k, k+l<j<n 
(z 2(n+l-i),2j-17 k+l<i<n, l<j<k). 
Thus, H, ( H3) collects the first (second) diagonal elements of 2 X 2 blocks 
Aij, 1 < i, j f kl. If n is odd, H, also colle_cts the first elements of 2 X 1 
(1 X 2) blocks Aj, (iki), 1 < i < k’, and A,, = [0] appears in the bottom 
right comer of H, (cf. Example 1.3). 
EXAMPLE 1.3. For n = 6 and n = 7 we express H in terms of the 
elements of A: 
I _  - 
I _ -- 
a11 a13 a15 ‘16 a14 a12 
_ c c I - - 
a31 a33 a35 ‘36 a34 ‘32 
_ _ - - _ - 
a51 a53 a55 u56 a54 ‘52 
_ c - _ - - 
a61 ‘63 ‘65 a66 ‘64 ‘62 
- - r _ - - 
a41 a43 a45 ‘46 a44 ‘42 
- c - .v - e 
a21 ‘23 ‘25 ‘26 u24 a22 
-_ _ _ - _ _ - 
a11 a13 a15 a17 a16 a14 a12 
_ e _ - - c - 
a31 a33 a35 a37 ‘36 a34 ‘32 
_ - _ - _ _ - 
a51 a53 a55 a57 a56 a54 a52 
_ c - - 
a71 a73 a75 a77 ‘76 a’74 ‘72 
c - e - 
a6L %3 a65 ‘67 
_ - _ - 
a41 a43 a45 a47 
_ c _ - 
a21 a23 u25 ‘27 
- _ - 
a66 u64 a62 
_ _ - 
a46 a44 ‘42 
_ - - 
‘26 a24 a22 
(n = 6), 
(n = 7). 
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The eigenvalues of (H, M) are those of (IA, B). We shall number them 
nonincreasingly. For n even, we assume 




. . . > - vsl = . . . = -VI, 
where s, = k. Thus, for i = 1, . . , r - 1 (and i = r provided that v,~ > 01, 
n, = si - si_, (so = 0) 
is the multiplicity of vS, and - v,,. If v,, = 0 and n is even [odd], its 
multiplicity is 72, = 2(s, - s,_~) [n, = 2(s, - s,_r) - 11. Note that if vS, = 
0, there are 2r - 1 distinct eigenvalues regardless of whether n is even or 
odd. On the other hand, v,~ > 0 implies 2r distinct eigenvalues and n even. 
So let 
i 
2r if vSr>O, 
(+= 2r-1 if vSr=Oo, 
and let us partition H and M according to the multiplicities of the eigenval- 
ues of (H, M) in the order nr, n2, n3,. . . , n3, n2, n,: 
. . . 
. . . 
Hi, . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
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FIG. 1. The minimal gap in the spectrum of (H, M). 
Here H,,, M,, and H, ~, M, (r are of order nl, and so forth. We see 
that H, (H,) from (I.9) includes diagonal blocks H,,, . . . , H,_, r_l 
(H,, 1, r+l,. . . , H,,). H, includes H,, if v,~ > 0 or if H,, is 1 X 1. Other- 
wise, H,, is divided between H, and H,, and H, includes [(n, + 1)/2] 
diagonal elements of H,,. 
Let 
where we assume v0 = CQ and 
Then 34 is the local gap in the spectrum 
minimal gap is 3S, where (see Figure 1) 
V = sr 0, 
v,, > 0. 
associated with v,, and - vs,. The 
S = min Si. 
1gi<r 
For any square matrices X and Y of order n, we define 
S(X,Y) = +2(x) + S2(Y), 
where S(X) = 11X - diag(X)\]. H ere 11 .I) denotes the Euclidean matrix norm 
[llA112 = trace( A*A)] and diag(X) = diag(x,,, . . , x,,), where X = (xij). If 
A is skew-symmetric we use the symbol S(A) for 11 A - diag( A,,, , Akk>ll, 
where Aii are from the partition (1.1). With this assumption we have 
S(A,B) = S(i,ti) = S(H,M). (1.10) 
The spectral norm is denoted by II * 112. 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let 
Ci=Di+Ei= H+v 
i 
H - yM> l<i<?-, 
M 
s,z+1-, ’ r+l<i<a, 
where Di = diag(Ci). Zf 
then 
ma{IIEiIIz. IIEp+l-ilIz} < ai, 1<i<r, (1.11) 
IIHii - Vs,MiiII G $ ,c IIHij - Vs,MijI12> l(i<r, (1.12) 
I j-1 
j#i 





2 c 11 Hii - vsiMJ2 
i=l 
+ 2 2 IIHii + V,v+,_xMiiI12 G 
1 + v1” 
2 
i=r+l 
_S2(H, M) . 
I 
(1.14) 
Proof. The relations (1.12) and (1.13) follow directly from [4, Lemma 
2.11. The relation (1.14) follows from [4, Corollary 3.21. n 
Our aim is to reformulate Lemma 1.4 in terms of the elements of A and 
B. We start with the condition (1.11). By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
the relation (1.10) we have for 1 < i Q r 
max(llE,II, IIE,+1-iII} = ma{S(H - vs,M), S(H + vslM)} 
< ,/qS( H, M) = ++( A, B). (1.15) 
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Since the spectral norm is not larger than the Euclidean norm, we see from 
the inequality (1.15) that the condition (1.11) can be replaced by 
(1.16) 
or by even a more stringent one: S( A, B) < S/ dm. Let us partition i 
and g according to 2n,, 2n,, . . ,2n,_ 1, 2n, (if v~‘,, = 0, replace 2n, by n,): 
From Lemma 1.2 (cf. Example 1.3) we conclude that the eleme_nts pf 
I&, A& [I$+~~~,,+~-~, M,+~_~,~+~_~I are those elements of &i> sii, 
respectively, which have odd [ even] subscripts, provided that v,~ > 0. So let 
Odd(X) [Even(X)] denote the submatrix of X obtained on the intersection 
of rows and columns with odd [even] subscripts. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let n > 4, vr = v2 > vg > a**. Then nl = 2 and 
- 




> - a33 
- 1 31 Vlh3 -1 ~ & 1 33 
LEMMA 1.6. Let the condition (1.16) hold, and let $/, s%~~, 1 < i,j < r, 
be defined by the relations (1.17) and (1.6). 
(i) If y9. = 0, then 
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(ii> If v,, > 0, then 
Proof. (i>: In this case the relation (1.12) implies 
IIH,,ll G f ,f llH,ll”. 
‘I=1 
j#r 
This inequality proves (i), since by Lemma 1.2 we have 
lIff,.,II = ll~r,ll and 2 llH,l12 = r~11i2~jl12. 
j=l j=l 
(ii): Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [as in the relation (1.15)] to 
the relations (1.121, (1.131, we obtain 
llHii - Vs,“iill + IIHg+l-i,,+l-i + v,‘s,Mg+l-i,,+l-jll 
< 
1 + US; 
‘i 
[ 
2 (ll,jl12 + lIMijll”) 
j=l 
j#i 
+ Iit (llHv+lpi,jl12 + ll”~+~-i,jl12) 
j=l 
j2a+1-i 1 (1.18) 
By Lemma 1.2 we have 
Hii - ~+4,, = Odd(& - z+@~), (1.19) 
H u+l-i,v+l-i + ‘.~,~n+l-i,c~+l-i =I,,, Even(_$i + yY,kji)/,,, (1.20) 
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where In, = [en,, en,_,, . . . , e,]. Here e, is the tth column of I,,. Applying 
the Euclidean matrix norm, we, see that the l_eft-hand _side of the inequality 
(1.18) equals IlOdd(z$ - v,,L%‘~~)[~ + IIEven&$ + ~~,,,S~~)ll. By Lemma 1.2 
the right-hand side of the inequality (1.18) equals (for illustration take i = 1, 
n1 = 2 in Example 1.3) 
7 [ j$l (II,jI12 + IIgijI12) - I10dd(lQi;j)li2 -I(Odd(&ii)llp 
- 11 Even(&) II2 - 11 Even( kii) II21 
Hence, the assertion (ii) easily follows. W 
To step back from (2,6”> to &‘, 9) we have to express IlOdd& - 
vsi9ii)II and @ven(&, + vs,Bii>II in t erms of the elements of A and B. To 
this end we define nonnegative quantities wi( A, B), 1 < i < r, and o( A, B) 
in the following way: 
CIJ:( A, B) = IIJ;~,,II~ if vS, = 0, (1.21) 
o,F( A, B) = c ([ a2p-1,2q - a2p,2q-1 s,-l+l<p<q<si 
- 
.Vs,(b,p-1.24-l + b2,.2q)12 
+[a 2p-1.2q-1 + a2p,2q + Vs,(b2p-1.2q - b2~s2q-1 )I”) 
+2 i (a2p-1,2p - Q2 
p=s,_,+l 
if u,, > 0, ldi<r, 




Here (qj>, (gij> is the partition (1.17) of A, B, respectively. 
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LEMMA 1.7. Let A be a skew-symmetric and B a symmetric positive 
definite matrix for which the assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) hold. lf the 
condition (1.16) holds, then 
(1.24) 
1 + V1” 
u(A, B) < fis S2( A, B). ( 1.26) 
Proof. Since each Qj from (1.5) is unitary and since each $j (kij) 
contains a whole number of blocks A,, (B,,), we have 
ll~jll = II4jII, Il@*jII = I19~jIl, 1 < i,j Gr. (1.27) 
Hence (1.24) follows directly from Lemma 1.6(i). 
To prove (1.25) we first note that skew-symmetry of gi implies 
S($i,sGii) = s(dji,9ji)? l<iir. (1.28) 
By Lemma 1.1 we have 
+2p-1.2q-l - %:,~2p-L2,-J 
= [a2pP1,2q - a2p,2q-1 + 4a~p~1,2~-1 + a2,,2,>] 
-Vs,[b2p-,,2q-, + b2p,2q + +2,,2,-1 - b2p-1,2q)] 
= Ia 2p-1,2q - a2p,2q-1 - %,@2p-1,2q-1 + b2,,2,)1 
+t[a 2p-1,2q-1 + a2p.2q - c)s,(b2p.2q-1 - b2p-~.27>l 
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2(2 2p,29 + Vs.b2p 29) I- , 
= 
[a 2p,29- 1 - a2p-1,29 + 1(a2p-l,2q-l + a2p,2q )I 
+Vsi[b2p-,,2,-, + b2p.29 + ~(b2p-1.29 - b2p,29-l)] 
= 
[ a2p,29-1 - a2p-l,29 + V~,(b2p-l,29-l + b2p,29)] 
+r[a 2p-1.29-l + a2p,29 + %‘,,(b2p-l,2q - b2p.2q-l)]. 
From the above equalities we obtain for si_ 1 + 1 < p, q < si, with v,$ > 0, 
216 2p-1,2g-1 - , 2p 1.29-l VJ _ I2 + 21c2p,29 + v~,62p,2912 
= 
b 2p-1,29 - a2p,29-1 - v~,(b2p-l,29-l + b2p.29>]2 
+b 2p-1.29-l + a2p.29 + ~s,(b2p-l,29 - b2p.2q-l)12. (1.29) 
If p = q, the relation (1.29) together with the assumptions on A and B 
implies 
21~2p-l,2p-l - ~s,~2p-l,2p-l12 + 21a’,p,2p + vs,~2p,2p12 
= 
[a 2p-1,2p - (-a2p-l,2p) - %,(I + III2 
+ [O + O + ~~b2,-1,2, - b2,-1,2,)12 = 4(a2p-l.2p - v,,)“, 
sj-1 + 1 <p dSi, v,, > 0. (1.30) 
Since Odd&$ - vSiGii) and Even(3i + v,,&~~) are Hermitian, the relations 
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(1.29) and (1.30) yield 
/Odd(4i - Y,,s?~~)/~ + llEven($j + vSzkii)l12 
= 2 c ( l~2p4,2q-l - “si~2p-l,2q-112 
si-, +1<p<q<s, 
+I6 2p,29 + V~ &2p 2q12) I 3 
+ 5 (la,p-1.2p-l - ~s,~2p-l,2p-112 
p=s,_,+l 
+[a’ 2p,2p + %*62p,2p12) 
c 0 a2p-l,29 - a2p,2q-1 - I V~s_(b2,-i,29-i + b2p,2q)]2 
s,-l+l<p<qds, 
+[a 2p-1.29-l + a2p,2q + Vs,(b2p-l,2q - b2p,2qPl )I”) 
+ 2 2 (a2p-l,2p - YJ” 
p=s,_,+1 
= w;(A,B), 1 < i < ?-, V,, > 0. (1.31) 
The assertion (1.25) follows by Lemma 1.6(u) and by the relations (1.31), 
(1.27), and (1.28). 
To prove the assertion (1.261, note that in case v,, > 0, the left-hand side 
of (1.14) can be written as 
Gl [ l/q4 - vSSkii)l12 + llEven($i + ,.G~~)/~]. 
This follows by the relations (1.19) and (1.20). By (1.31) and (1.23) this sum 
equals-2 w2( A, B). If vS, = 
by ll-qJ12 = 11~~,112, 
0, the last rth term in the above sum is replaced 
which is by definition ,,!‘<A, B). So the sum again 
equals 2 w2( A, B). n 
Finally, we relax the assumption (1.2). 
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THEOREM 1.8. Let A be a skew-symmetric matrix satisfying 
la,,1 2 la,,1 2 ... > la2kC-1,2kfl, 
H. RHEE 
(1.32) 
and let B be a symmetric positive definite matrix satisfying (1.3). If the 
condition (1.16) is fulfilled, th en the relations (1.24)-(1.26) hold provided 
that wi( A, B), 1 < i < r, and w( A, B) are replaced by w,(@A@, @II@), 
1 < i < r, and w(@A@,QB@), respectively. 
Proof. The proof follows by applying Lemma 1.7 to the pair (@A@, 
@B@). Since S( A, B), S(gi, ~27~~1, ll~$~Il, I19ijll are invariant under the trans- 
formation with @, the right-hand sides in the inequalities (1.24kc1.26) 
remain unchanged [see the sign-matrix definition after the relation (1.4)J. n 
As a result of the transformation with (A, B) -+ (@A@, @B@), the 
elements 
a2p-1,29-1~b2p-1,29-1 ;e;Feu;hanged7 
a2p-1,2q> p-1.2q 9.a2p-1,2q’u~.b2p-l,29’ 
a2p,2q-1> 2p,2q-1 become up *a2p 2q-1, up *b2p 2q-1, 
a2p,2q' 2p.2q 
b become up * a4 . a2p 2q, ap * a$ * b2p 2q. 
Here aj = sign(a,,_ 1,2i), 1 < i < k ‘. By (1.22) and the above rules one 
easily defines w,(@A@, @B@), 1 < i < r. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 1.8 hold. Then 
i 2 (la2p-1,2pl - vs,)” < GS2(A, B) 2, 
[ 1 (1.33) i=l p=&=_,+1 
where ii = si for all i except r when n is odd. Then Sr = s, - 1 = k ‘. The 
empty sum is considered zero. 
Proof. The inequality (1.33) f 11 o ows directly from Theorem 1.8 and the 
relations (1.21)-(1.23). Note also that ~pa2p_1,2p = la2p_1,2p1. W 
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Corollary I.9 obviously holds in the case of simple eigenvalues of the pair 
(A, B). We end this section by paraphrasing Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 1.9 
in the following way: 
Suppose a skew-symmetric A satisfies (1.32) and a positive definite B has 
unit diagonal. If .T = S( A, B) is sufficiently small, then for all .s_ 1 + 1 < 
p, q < si with v8, > 0, 1 < i < r, one has 
la2p_1,2pl = v,$ + 0(E2). 
2. ALMOST MURNAGHAN FORM 
In this section we specialize the obtained result to the case B = Z,, and 
then use it in connection with a method for reducing A to its Mumaghan 
form.’ 
Let B = I,. Then +r v,, are the eigenvalues of the skew-symmetric 
matrix A with multiplicities ni, 1 Q i < r. If we denote wi( A, I,> by a,(A), 
1 < i < r, and w( A, I,) by a(A), Th eorem 1.8 takes the following simple 
form. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a skew-symmetric matrix of order n satisfying 
the condition (1.32). Zf 
‘A proper application of Theorem 1.8 would assume a method for simultaneous 
diagonalization of A and B. In a subsequent paper [lo] we shall consider such a method. 
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(2.1) 
1 
R(C'A@)< =S2(A), (2.3) 
where (drj) is the partition (1.1’7) of A. 
Proof. Since B = I,, we have M = I,,. Therefore the inequality in 
(1.15) implies max{llEills, ]]E,+l_i]]s) < S(A). Hence the condition (1.11) in 
Lemma 1.4 can be replaced by S(A) < 6. The assertions (2.1)-(2.3) follow 
directly from Theorem 1.8 and by examining the proof of Lemma 1.7 with 
B = I,. n 
Theorem 2.1 reveals a special structure of the skew-symmetric matrix A 
which is almost in Mumaghan form. This structure was first found in [2]. 
Since 
O,(@A+) = c k qa2p-1.2q - qa2p,2q~l 1” 
s,_l+l<p<q<s, 
+@2p-1,2q-1 + 55a2p.2y)2] 
Theorem 2.1 implies that for sufficiently small E = S( A) and all si _ 1 + 1 < 
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p, q Q si with u,, > 0, 1 Q i < r, we have 
~9a2p-1.29 - flpa2p,29-1 = O(E2L P # q> (2.4) 
a2p-1,2y-l + flpqa2p,2q = O(E~), P # 4, (2.5) 
la2p-1,2pl - us’,, = O(E~). (2.6) 
If VT = 0, the order of magnitude of any element of &‘, is O(c2>, since 
fi$hA@) = ]ltir,II. Note that the relations (2.4) and (2.5) do not force 
IIA,,II to be O(E’>. I n g eneral we have ]I A,,]1 = O(E) (see Example 2.3). In 
the following we analyze how this fact and the relations (2.4)-(2.6) influence 
the asymptotic convergence of the Paardekooper method [9] for skew- 
symmetric matrices. 
An Application to the Paardekooper Method 
The Paardekooper method is a Jacobi-type method for reducing a skew- 
symmetric matrix to its Mumaghan form. It operates on blocks from 
the partition (1.1) as the standard symmetric Jacobi method operates on 
matrix elements. One step of the method uses an orthogonal similarity 
transformation (cf. [9]) 
to make Ah4 zero. The matrix 3 
and A,, 
pq is called [3, 61 Jacobi annihilator of A,,, 
is called the pivot submatrix. If A,, is 2 X 2, then 
3P9 = R;9R;9R;9R;y> i <j, 
where Rk4, 1 Q t < 4, are rotation matrices. Let R(Z, m; c#J), 1 < m, stand 
for the rotation in the (1, m> plane by the angle 4, and define the four 
essential elements rll = r,, = cos 4, rl m = -T-,,,~ = sin 4. Then (cf. [9]) 
RbY = R(2p - 1,2q - 1; 41)~ R3 = R(2p - 1,2q; 43), ~9 
Ri9 = R(2pa2q; 4,>> %9 = R(2p,2q - 1; 444). 
The rotation Rk9 [Rgy] 
(2p,2q - 1) ic.2 
modifies the elements at positions (2 p - 1,291, 
p - 1,2q - l), (2p,2q)l in such a way that R& [R&l can 
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annihilate them. The skew-symmetry property ensures that zeros obtained at 
positions (2~ - 1,29), (2p,2p - 1) are not violated by the transformations 
Riq and R&. 
To simplify notation we set (cf. [9, 31) 
Then the angles are computed from the formulas 
2( Lyw - pv> ?r lr 
tan2+, = o2 - p2 + V2 - & ) --p&q, (2.7) 
vcos+,,-/?sin& rr ?r 
tan 42 = - -- 
cy cos & + w sin $i ’ 2 
<+2G7 (2.8) 
Suppose that A,,, A,,, and A,, are transformed by the plane rotations 
R& and R& (halfstep) into 
AYP = 0 h 
[ 1 
x0 - 0 P 
-ii 0’ Apy = [ I Oy’ Avl=_ao I 1 
Note that x and y have not been changed. The angles 4s and +d are 
computed from 
2(&y + px) 7r 7r 
tan2& = -- 
&2_p2+X2_y2’ 4 
G&dq, 
x cos c#+ + 6 sin +a r ?r 
tan 4d = - -- 
~5 cos +a + y sin +a ’ 2 
<+2$5 
If n = 2k - 1, then A,, is 2 x 1. In this case two rotations suffice to 
annihilate A,, . The appropriate angle formulas can be found in [9, 31. It is 
known (see [6]) that the row-cyclic (pivot submatrices are chosen by rows) 
Paardekooper method converges asymptotically quadratically, provided the 
eigenvalues of A are at most double. As numerical examples show (see 
Example 2.4) the method fails to converge quadratically when the multiplici- 
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ties of some eigenvalues of A are larger than two. To analyze such behavior 
we make a qualitative analysis using the estimates from Theorem 2.1. In the 
following lemma we consider what happens to the rotation angles when S( A) 
shrinks to zero. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
submatrix A,, 
Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Zf the pivot 
lies within a diagonal block %i for which v,~ > 0, then 
41>42> dJ3> 44 = O(l) as S(A) + 0. 
Proof. Let E = S(A). For simplicity we use a; for sign(x). We can 
assume (cf. Example 2.3) that X, y, u, w = O(E) and (Y, P = O(1). From the 
relations (2.4)-(2.6) we have 
upu - u,w = O( &“) - u = uaqw + O( &“), (2.9) 
x + supy = O(E2) - x = -u,,.gy + 0(E2), (2.10) 
u,a - upp = 0(E2) CJ a = Ua$P + O(E2). (2.11) 
Using the relations (2.9) and (2.11), we obtain 
CYW - pu= [u,.pp +0(E2)]W - p[ua.sw + O(E2)] 
= O(E2).W - P.0(E2) = O(E2) ‘O(E) 
+0(1).0(&2) =0(&y 
a2 - p2 = [U&P + O(E2)12 - p2 =0(1)*0(&y 
+0( &“) = O( E2), 
U2 - w2 = [U&W + O(E2)12 - w2 = O(E) * O(E2) 
+O(E4) = O(E3). 
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Using these relations in the formula (2.7) for the angle +i, we obtain 
tan24, = 
2( CYW - /?u) 20( &“) O(E2) 
ff2 - p2 + V2 - w2 = O(E2) + 0(&S) 
=p 
O( &“) . 
Thus, +i can be small and large; hence +i = O(1). Using this in the formula 
(2.8) for the angle +2, we obtain 
tan 42 = - 
u cos C#Q - /3 sin +i O(E) *O(l) + O(1) *O(l) O(1) = 
(Y cos C#Q + w sin & O(1) .0(l) + 0(.9)*0(l) = - O(1) . 
Again, we can conclude that 42 = O(1). I n a similar way, using the relations 
(2.10) and (2.11) (after replacing cx and p by bi and 6, respectively) we can 
show that c$~, 44 = O(1). Th is conclusion is valid because affiliation2 of the 
diagonal blocks is preserved after each half step (see [6, Lemma 2.11). H 
From the proof of Lemma 2.2 we also conclude that in the presence 
of multiple eigenvalues the formulas for tan $Q and tan 4s are prone to 
loss-of-significance errors. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. We have generated a skew-symmetric matrix A of order 8 
from the Mumaghan form M whose nontrivial entries are 1, 1, 1,2 by the 
following orthogonal similarity transformation: 
A = R(2,8, arcsin t)rR(5,7, arcsin t)rP*M 
x PR(5,7, arcsin t) R(2,8, arcsin t). 
Here 
0100 0 0 0 -t 
1000 0 -t 0 0 
0001-t 0 0 0 
p=& 0010 ooot 0 10 0 -t 0 0 ’
t 000 0 10 0 
ootoo 0 10 
otooo 0 0 1 
2The block A,, is affiliated with lvj (or simply with vj> if llu2P_1,2Pl - vjI < 6 

















1 + t2 
t 
-- 
1 + t2 
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t(diT - 1) 
1 + t2 
0 
2t(diT + t2) 
1 +t2 
0 
2t(dFF + t2) 
1 + t2 
t2(1 - h-7) 
1 + t2 
0 
267(diT + P) 
1 + t2 
skew-sym. 0 1. 
Note that S = 5 and S(A) = O(t) as t + 0. Hence the condition 
is fulfilled for sufficiently small t. Under that condition we see that 
S(A) < 6 
A,,, 4.27 
A,,, and A,, are affiliated with the eigenvahres 1 and 2, respectively. Note 
that (1 A,,)), I( A2s11 = O(t), and that the relations (2.9)-(2.11) are satisfied for 
2 x 2 blocks of &u. 
Suppose we apply the row-cyclic Paardekooper method to A. By A(” = 
(~$5)) we denote the matrix obtained from A after r rotational transforma- 
tions, and by c#+,~ the angle used in the ( p, q) plane. We also denote tan $p4, 
sin 4pq, and cos C& by t,,, spq, and cpq, respectively. 
Because of the row-cyclic strategy the first pivot submatrix is A,,. From 
the formula (2.7) we obtain 
tan 243,s = 2 
-(46-T + t2) * 2ty1 - h-3) - t2. 1 
[(iiT + ty2 - 121 + [t4 - 4ty1 - diq2] 
= -2 + O(P), 
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whence 
l-6 
t13 = ~ + 0(t4), 
2 
JC-K 
s13 = - 
JD 
+ o(t4). (2.12) 
Using the relations (2.8) and (2.121, we obtain 
t2c - s13 1-G 
t 24 = 
-(CT + P)q:: 2ty1 - c7)S13 




‘% = Jo + O(t2)> 
JCF 
s24 = - JD + o(t’). (2.13) 
Note that C#+~ = +23 = 0, since uI3 = u24 = 0. By the relations (2.12) and 
(2.13) we have 
a(4) = 0 (4) = a56 = 
41 - t2 
16 ) ‘56 
1+t2 ’ 
(2.14) 
(4) _ 2tycF - l)Gu - t2s24 
a25 - 
= 
1 + t” JC-E- 
t2 + 0(t4), (2.15) 
(4) _ tfl(c13 - s13) &+JCE- 
a35 - 1+t2 = JCF 
t + O(P), (2.16) 
(4) - 
a12 - (%2C13 + ‘23’13)‘24 - (‘14’13 - ‘34’13)‘24 
5-26 
= -1+ 5 _ 6 t2 + W4) (2.17) 
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Hence, after the annihilation of A,, we have A,, = O(t). Because of the 
row-cyclic strategy A’p3’ is the next pivot submatrix. Using the relations (2.71, 







‘15 = ,/44(5 - 6) - 2(5 + fi)Jm + o(t”) (2’18) 
Note that ug) = 0. Hence, the relations (2.15) and (2.18) imply 
(5) - (4) 
a13 - U13C15 + U(34S15 = u$& 
+ O(P). 
since S(A) = O(t) and u\:) = - 0.26123 . t + O(t3), we see that contribu- 
tions to A(P,) (coming from the later rotations) can be of order S(A). 
Let us now argue the failure of the quadratic convergence of the 
row-cyclic Paardekooper method. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. 
Suppose usI = 3, so that &r, has order 6. After the annihilation of A,, we 
have A;, = 0, i.e. 
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Because of the row-cyclic strategy Ai is the pivot submatrix. Since affiliation 
of the diagonal blocks is preserved, Lemma 2.2 shows that some angles 
involved in 2 is can be large. When A;a is annihilated, the zero block in &ii 
gets a contribution from the elements of ALa. Since in general 11 A&II = O(E) 
(see Example 2.3), where up = S(A), the contribution to the zero block can 
be O(s). This shows that there might be a 2 X 2 submatrix which comes 
back to its former order of magnitude after annihilation. And this contradicts 
the basic concept which ensures the quadratic convergence. 
In the following numerical example, computation has been done on VAX 
6000 Model 500 using quadruple precision (eps = 9.63 X 10-35). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. We have generated a skew-symmetric matrix A of order 
32 from the Mumaghan form whose nontrivial entries are 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2, 
1, 1, 1, 1, 1,1,1,1, by a series of about 2.5n2 similarity transformations with 
plane rotations. In the matrix generation we used the row-cyclic ordering, and 
the sines of the rotation angles C#J were randomly chosen from the interval 
[ - A, &I (cos C#J was computed by the formula dm>. This angle 
choice ensures that A is almost in Mumaghan form. Obviously, S = $ up to 
the arithmetic precision. Since S(A) = 0.2332 (see the Table 11, the con- 
dition S(A) < S is fulfilled. We have checked that A,,, . . , Ass and 
A,,, . . > A,, lfi are affiliated with 2 and 1, respectively. We have applied the 
row-cyclic Paardekooper method to A. In the Table 1 we list for each of the 
first 10 cycles S(A) and for all angles ~$i, &, ~$a, +d (measured in radians), 
the largest value encountered during the cycle. This table clearly shows the 
failure of the quadratic convergence of the row-cyclic Paardekooper method. 
It also confirms the assertions of Lemma 2.2. 
TABLE1 
0 2.332 x 10-l 
1 4.424 X lo-" 
2 4.987 x 10-3 
3 1.020 x 10-3 
4 2.369 x lo-" 
5 1.407 x 10-7 
6 5.139 x 10F1' 
7 8.382 x lo-l3 
8 6.091 X 10-lG 
9 8.355 x lop" 
10 1.780 x lo-l7 
0.7795 0.7833 0.7281 0.7317 
0.7813 0.7807 0.5799 0.5801 
0.7790 0.7790 0.6793 0.6793 
0.7595 0.7595 0.6063 0.6064 
0.6067 0.6067 0.5649 0.5649 
0.7380 0.7380 0.7582 0.7582 
0.7854 0.7854 0.4386 0.4386 
0.7854 0.7854 0.3037 0.3073 
0.7854 0.7854 0.7732 0.7732 
0.7854 0.7854 0.7854 0.7854 
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The failure of the quadratic convergence and possible angle deter- 
mination instabilities in the presence of nonzero eigenvalues whose multi- 
plicities are greater than two suggests a possible modification of the 
Paardekooper method in order to restore the quadratic convergence. A 
modified Paardekooper method in this direction is proposed in [2], and its 
quadratic convergence proved under a general cyclic strategy. Work [lo] is in 
progress on an improved modified algorithm which can be extended to cope 
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